
What interventions or tools does the individual need

to be able to achieve this goal? 

What abilities or environmental changes would

reduce risks? 

What abilities would enable more independence?

What does the individual want to be able to do? 

Is there a specific need he or she wants to address? 

What safety risks does the individual face? 

What does the individual rely on other to do for him or

her? 

WHY CONSIDER ASSISTIVE
TECHNOLOGY?

Assistive Technology (AT) enables individuals to be safer, more
independent, more productive, and more integrated in their
communities. AT reduces or eliminates reliance on paid or
natural supports. This increases consistency and decreases
problems that occur with human supports . Many technology
options today are discreet, allowing individuals to interact with
their peers with minimally-invasive support.

Medication dispensers

Computer applications
and software for tablets
and phones

Visual aids and
reminders

Flashing alarms

Watches and electronic
alert bracelets

Mobility aids such as
adaptive handles, canes,
and walkers

Talking devices such as
clocks and scales

Adaptive keyboards

Alternative and
Augmentative
Communication (AAC)
tools

Digital recorders

Cognitive aids, such as
an application to help
someone to follow a task 

An item, piece of
equipment, or product
system, whether
acquired commercially
off the shelf, modified,
or customized, that is
used to increase,
maintain, or improve a
participant’s
functioning or increase
a participant’s ability to
exercise choice and
control.

EXAMPLES of AT:

 

ACCESSING 
ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY

HOW TO SELECT THE APPROPRIATE
ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY 

IDENTIFY GOALS

IDENTIFY NEEDS

IDENTIFY TECHNOLOGY

What interventions or tools does the individual need to

be able to achieve this goal? 

What abilities or environmental changes would reduce

risks? 

What abilities would enable more independence for the

individual? 

What tools are able to do what the individual needs? 

What tools can support abilities or create environments

that reduce identified risks? 

What tools enable the abilities the individual needs?



.... one that requires support for the individual to

learn to use it.                                                            

The Assistive Technology service pays for initial

training when appropriate. Ongoing support may

be needed through AAW services such as the

Systematic Skill Development services (BSS,

SSB, and/or CS) and Supported Employment

... able to be tried first to see if it works for    

       the individual 

       Refer to the Pennsylvania Assistive 

       Technology Lending Library

... age appropriate for the individual

... exclusively for the use and benefit of the

individual

 ... the most suitable for the need and setting

 .... the easiest option for the individual to learn                                                                                       

e.g., using an app on a phone the individual

already has, rather than purchasing a new

system/device

       e.g., low-technology solutions like  

      whiteboards or magnifying glasses 

CONSIDER WHETHER THE TECHNOLOGY IS...

Process for Assistive Technology Selection and Processing

Assessing Assistive Technology (AT)

Teams 
assesses
 the need 

for AT

Type of 
AT is 

determined*

SC 
documents 
associated
 needs in 

the ISP

SC alerts 
BSASP for 
items over 

$750**

If an 
evaluation

 is performed, 
SC enters the 

recommendations 
into the 

ISP

SC informs 
provider what
 AT is needed

Provider
 determines 
source, price

 and produces 
a budget

SC ensures 
the budget

 is accurate and
 reasonable

SC submits
the  budget 

to BSASP 
for review

SC adds the 
service and 

manually 
enters 

the cost

BSASP 
approves or 

denies 
the request

BSASP 
authorizes 
the service

Provider 
orders the 

AT and
 ensures 
delivery

Provider  
bills

 PROMISe for 
the AT

Team 
ensures

 successful 
use of 
the AT

*When Assistive Technology is utilized to meet a medical need,

documentation must be obtained stating that the service is medically

necessary and not covered through the MA State Plan, Medicare or private

insurance. When Assistive Technology is covered by the MA State Plan,

Medicare or private insurance, documentation must be obtained by the

Supports Coordinator showing that limitations have been reached before the

Assistive Technology can be covered through the Waiver.
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**Items costing under $750 do not require an evaluation. The independent evaluation must be conducted

by a licensed physical therapist, occupational therapist, speech/language pathologist or a professional

certified by the Rehabilitation Engineering and Assistive Technology Society of North America (RESNA).

SC 
coordinates

 an evaluation, 
if one is 

necessary

SC attempts 
to obtain

funding from
other sources

(e.g., MA)

https://techowlpa.org/library/
https://techowlpa.org/library/
https://techowlpa.org/library/

